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Abstract
This article describes a research-based approach for developing new instructional technologies for
higher education. The argument is made that the most common instructional methods used by faculty
and educational technology in colleges and universities are based on adult learning theories that have not
been supported in the past half-century of research. A four-stage process is offered to guide the analysis
of research on adult learning and motivation in order to increase the effectiveness of classroom, lecture
hall and media delivered higher education instruction. The process emphasizes the identification and
application of the “active ingredients” of effective instructional methods and a strategy for translating
active ingredients into the most effective instructional technologies for diverse higher education
organizational and individual cultural orientations.
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to describe a promising approach that may permit us to more
quickly develop, test and implement evidence- based solutions to the instructional technology
challenges and opportunities faced by colleges and universities. In the discussion that follows,
technology is defined as the application of research and best practice to provide a cost-effective
solution to a practical problem, in this case instructional problems in higher education (Clark and
Estes, 2008). Instructional technologies include strategies for designing, presenting and evaluating
teaching as well as the use of media for delivering instruction to students. Developing or updating
these technologies requires a survey of research in a variety of areas including adult learning,
motivation, instructional design, individual and group differences, advanced expertise, multi media,
and economics. This article will describe a method of classifying different types of research and
conducting reviews in a way that permits us to identify the active ingredients that have been found
to increase learning and/or motivation and then translate these ingredients to fit the culture and
expectations of different learners and higher education organizations. The goal of this effort is to
develop and test new evidence-based instructional technologies that are tailored for diverse learners
and organizations.

Three Factors Influencing the Need for New Instructional Technologies
Many colleges and universities are attempting to provide more effective, student-centered
instruction, find creative and cost-effective ways to deliver courses outside of the classroom and
lecture hall and motivate students in order to decrease dropout from classes and degree programs.
Colleges and universities are also attempting to do a better job of supporting the learning of
underserved minorities.
Evidence of Instructional Probems: Many of the most popular classroom and technologybased, adult instructional strategies used in higher education appear to be much less effective (and
sometimes destructive) when their impact is examined carefully (Mayer, 2004; Merrill, 1983; 2002;
2006; Kirschner, Sweller and Clark, 2006; Sweller, Kirschner and Clark, 2007; Clark, In Press);
Clark, Yates, Earli and Moulton, In Press). In addition, blue-ribbon scientific groups including the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Research Council have given failing grades to
many of the most popular instructional management and organizational support technologies
employed by universities (for example, Druckman, Singer and Van Cott, 1998). Equally
distressing is the evidence that when we analyze the designs used to evaluate the results of
instruction in higher education and other contexts, the more positive results tend to be associated
with the least adequate evaluation designs (Clark & Estes, 2008). As the rigor of evaluation
increases, the positive results from instruction and management interventions decrease and/or show
unintended negative side effects. Thus, universities may not only be failing to do an adequate job
of instruction but may also be unintentionally hiding the fact with inadequate evaluation. A
common assumption in higher education is that faculties who are experts in their own fields can
teach novice students to become experts even if those faculties have little or no expertise at
instruction. Student ratings of the instructional skills of faculty are the most common measure of
teaching expertise. This practice continues in universities despite clear evidence that student ratings
do not reflect their learning and in many cases may be negatively correlated with learning. This
produces the ironic situation where in some cases, courses or instructors that are highly rated
actually produce less learning than those with lower ratings (Clark, 1982; Clark and Estes, 2008;
Clark, In Press). As a result, it is easy to share the puzzlement of Handelsman et al. (2004) who
ask how university faculty, particularly: “…outstanding scientists who demand rigorous proof for
scientific assertions in their research continue to use and, indeed defend on the bias of intuition
alone, teaching methods that are not the most effective?” (p. 521). And it is also easy to agree with
Mayer’s (2004) recommendation that we “…move educational reform efforts from the fuzzy and
unproductive world of ideology … to the sharp and productive world of theory-based research on
how people learn” (p. 18).
Research to Practice Is Not A Linear Path: The second reason the research to practice
question is important comes from evidence that the transfer of research and evaluation results to
practice is not at all straightforward. We have learned that a research-based theory about what
influences events that interest us cannot be directly translated into an intervention that will produce
the desired event. In fact we know that the attempt to directly transfer theory to practice can
sometimes backfire. A current example in higher education instruction is the widespread use of
constructivist, problem-based and discovery learning approaches. Mayer (2004) makes a
compelling case for the argument that attempts to apply learning research directly to instruction has
provided faulty support for “discovery learning”. Mayer points out that many adult learning

theories suggest that most students construct what they learn by drawing on their own prior
experience to understand new knowledge. While there is widespread agreement with this
description of learning, it does not follow that the best way to teach is to ask students to struggle
with problems and discover or construct a method for solving them. So-called “minimally guided”
instruction (Kirschner, Sweller and Clark, 2006; Clark, In Press; Clark, Yates, Earli and Moulton, In
Press) is ineffective for nearly all students and yet many adult educators recommend the use of
collaborative problem-solving for most higher education courses. Mayer (2005) cautions that over
a half-century of research has indicated that asking novice students to engage in discovery learning,
alone or in collaborative teams, is not an effective way to teach. The evidence on this issue is
unequivocal – unguided or minimally guided discovery and constructivist learning programs simply
do not work for more than a very small percentage of advanced students and subject matter experts.
Kirschner, Sweller and Clark, (2006; Sweller, Kirschner and Clark, 2007 and Clark, In Press; Clark,
Yates, Earli and Moulton, In Press) reviewed the use of these minimally guided instructional
methods for the teaching of a discipline (mathematics) and a profession (medicine). They present
compelling evidence that more strongly guided methods that involve demonstrations of problem
solving strategies accompanied by hands on practice exercises with authentic problems and
immediate feedback on mistakes are necessary to maximize the learning of most students. Mayer
(2004; 2005) has also argued that the multimedia programs being developed for large enrollment
courses in science, technology, engineering and science (STEM) most often include entertainment
elements that distract and mentally overload most students with irrelevant and distracting
information. Cognitive Load Theory has been developed recently to help with the more effective
development of multimedia instruction (Sweller, 2006).
Isolation and Fragmentation of Higher Education Research: A third factor that adds to the
difficulty we face when trying to solve this problem is the increased specialization and
fragmentation in educational research and theory over the past half century (Winthrop, 1963;
Ravitch & Vitaretti, 2001; Clark, In Press) and a growing fragmentation among various subspecializations in educational research. One result of this phenomenon is that researchers who favor
a specific adult learning theory or point of view about instruction in higher education tend to isolate
themselves and limit their research, reading and collaboration to the journals and professional
associations or divisions of associations that emphasize their perspective. Any process that supports
the development of new instructional technologies should therefore encourage dialogues between
the diverse groups who are concerned with adult instruction and learning to help bridge the gaps,
resolve important disagreements and promote collaboration (Clark, In press). Related to the
fragmentation issue is the fact that very few of the higher education programs for training
instructional technologists provide adequate breadth and depth of training on the design, evaluation
and interpretation of learning and performance research (Clark, 1989; Clark & Estes, 2008). As a
result, widespread misunderstanding exists about the role and place of different research methods
and philosophies in the development of new technologies. The goal of this discussion is to describe
a technology development cycle that draws on the philosophy of science and attempts to include the
contribution of many different types of research in the development of new higher education
instructional technologies.
The development of a new instructional technology begins with a clear statement of the
problem to be solved. One of the greatest challenges to the development of new instructional
technologies happens at this point. All too often higher education researchers give in to the
temptation to believe that they know the solution to a problem and therefore their job is to seek

evidence that will persuade administrators to implement their solution. While seeking support and
agreement is a valid concern, it is seldom the goal in new technology development. The “problem in
search of a solution” approach almost always wastes time and scarce resources because it makes the
unwarranted assumption that any technology is useful apart from a careful analysis of the problem it
is designed to solve (Clark and Estes, 2008). We must begin with a concrete description of the
problem or opportunity we hope to solve, a measure our current progress toward our objective and
an agreement about how we will know we’ve arrived at our goal. Some have called this process
“gap analysis” because it is an attempt to find research-based strategies for closing the gap between
a current condition and a future goal state. Armed with an analysis of our objective, we are prepared
to review all of the relevant research in studies that have attempted to solve our type of problem or
achieve our specific goal.
A Four-Stage Research and Development Cycle
Research on most questions occurs in one or both of two stages. In the initial “descriptive” stage
new constructs are described, defined and measured and sometimes hypotheses are generated. The
second stage is where hypotheses are linked to theories and the theories are tested and revised based on
data from controlled laboratory and field studies. These two stages are described at length in most
university courses on research design and so in this discussion will be described only briefly. The third
and fourth stages in the technology development cycle are seldom discussed and yet are critical to the
application of research and so will be discussed in more detail. The model depicted in Figure 1 is used
to summarize the entire R&D process. It serves as a graphic organizer for the discussion that follows. It
begins with descriptive research that is most often the beginning of new research initiatives and new
technologies.
R&D Stage 1: Descriptive Research:
New ideas, constructs or hypotheses for research can be generated from flashes of insight,
experience and/or from previous research. Descriptive methods range from historical analysis, to survey,
interview and observation or from armchair analysis of a problem to very complex analytical procedures
such as content analysis of communication. The participants in descriptive work do not have to
understand or accept scientific method. Formative work is often a mix of qualitative and quantitative
methodologies and is driven by social needs, organizational goals and individual values. Its purpose is
to develop new insights about complex events through defining, measuring and analyzing new
phenomena connected with problems or opportunities. At the descriptive stage, problems lead to the
construction of surveys or interviews to describe people’s views. New constructs related to unsolved
problems are generated, defined, measured and hypotheses are generated for testing at the next stage in
the cycle. The purpose of descriptive research is the generation of hypotheses that can be tested under
controlled conditions. Descriptive work must begin with a clear analysis of the problem that must be
solved.
Determine what problem needs to be solved: When using research to achieve better practice, it
is critical to analyze and validate the problem being solved. The pitfall here is the all-too-common error
of advocating solutions and looking for problems they will solve. The approach we must adopt is to
begin with an adequate analysis of the problem that needs to be solved – for example, the causes of the
gap between our current progress and our goals. Most instructional technologists have learned to
specialize in technology-based solutions such as multimedia, computer-based instruction, virtual reality
and distance learning programs. Few specialize in “front end” performance problem analysis. The first
stage in the development of a new instructional technology begins with a review of descriptive research

on the problem that needs to be solved including different definitions and measures of the problem. A
careful review of learning problems would uncover the fact that there are many different types of
learning and ways to define and measure learning that have been investigated and not all of them are
relevant to the type of learning emphasized or desired in higher education instruction (see for example a
review of different kinds of complex knowledge by Clark and Elen, 2006).
Conduct Front End Problem Analysis: Although the necessity to analyze and validate the
performance problems we must solve seems obvious, Rossett and Czech (1998) surveyed their
instructional technology graduates to ask if they were using front-end analysis in their jobs and found
distressing evidence that not much analysis actually occurs, even in higher education. The reasons most
often given for avoiding front end analysis in their study were “not enough time” and “lack of
management support.” There is no need to recount here the very important reasons for problem analysis
or the hit-or-miss nature (and possible negative effects) when we implement solutions without careful
analysis. The reader will find examples of this issue in Rossett (1999) who describes how to perform
front-end analysis and problem definition in “Internet time” and Clark and Estes (2008) who describe a
25/75 system for quick analysis and the benefits of investing the effort before trying to solve a learning
or motivation problem.
Avoid Conclusions At This Stage: It is vital to note that formative research cannot lead directly
to conclusions about the cause of a problem. The only area where descriptive work is the end of a cycle
is in cases where something is only being described. If for example, we were trying to find a better way
to teach introductory history, we could not select an approach based on survey of faculty and/or
students. Yet if we wanted a quantified description of people’s beliefs about history instruction, the
results of an adequately designed survey would most likely end the search. Most insights gained at this
stage of the R&D cycle are most often translated into hypotheses for testing at the next stage. The
research conducted at this state is most often impressionistic and suggestive.
The historical example of how descriptive research is conducted and why it is only seldom the
end of an inquiry extends back to the 1850's when a Viennese physician named Semmelweis noticed
that many more women died of symptoms called “childbirth fever” in a birth clinic staffed by physicians
than in a similar clinic staffed by midwives. He could not identify the cause of the increased deaths in
the physician’s clinic until a physician friend scratched himself with a knife he had used for dissecting
cadavers and died of symptoms identical to childbirth fever. Semmelweis connected these two events
and reasoned that since physicians who delivered babies in their clinic had often been dissecting
cadavers just before the delivery, he hypothesized that “cadaverous matter” may have been causing the
deaths through transmission by the physicians (a description of a process and a hypothesis). He moved
to the next stage in the R&D cycle and planned an experiment to validate his descriptive observation. He
asked physicians to wash their hands and instruments after working with cadavers and moving to the
childbirth clinic. Subsequent deaths in the physician’s clinic fell to the level of the midwife’s clinic.
This early, dramatic experiment was an eloquent example of science that begins with problem analysis
(what was causing the disproportionate number of childbirth deaths in the physicians clinic) and
descriptive work (in this case, different mortality rates in two clinics and the accident with a knife)
leading to an experiment at the next stage – theory-testing predictive research.
Thus the goal of this first stage is to identify the operational definition of a goal (e.g. increasing
the speed and accuracy of the learning of complex declarative knowledge or decreasing the drop out of
women and minority students from mathematics courses and degree programs). We then must identify
the measures that are the most reliable and valid indicators of our goal as well as the measures of all

treatments that appear to be correlated with our goal. Finally, we hope to have captured some of the
hypotheses that were developed in robust descriptive theories and, armed with this information we
proceed to examine relevant experiments at stage two.
INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE
R&D Stage 2: Predictive, Theory Testing Research:
The goal at Stage 1 was to develop definitions, measures and hypotheses about instructional technology
related problems and challenges. Our review of stage one studies has the goal of choosing among the
many ways that outcomes we want to achieve with our new technology are defined and measured to
select those that are optimal for the setting where we are operating. When the descriptive stage is
finished research progresses to a “predictive” stage where hypotheses related to the factors that influence
out outcome have been tested and linked together into theories. People who conduct research at this
stage generally accept the assumptions about causality that lead to empirical studies that test theories. In
general, they accept the three most common tests for determining causality including: 1) that the cause
precedes the effect; 2) that co-variation exists between cause and effect and 3) that the cause is the most
compelling explanation of the effect (Campbell and Stanley, 1996). Since the third test is the most
difficult to satisfy, the most dependable theories result from experiments that have examined many
plausible alternative explanations for positive outcomes and conducted experiments where adequate
controls are implemented to tease out and eliminate confounding factors.
We must have one major consideration at this stage. We must select the most comprehensive,
experimentally verified theory or set of experiments that predict the outcomes we identified in the frontend problem analysis we performed at the start of this process. The goal of the front-end analysis was to
describe the performance gaps that need to be closed and how we will measure results and determine
that the gap has been closed. The goal at stage two is to select the theory and/or experiments that have
been most rigorously tested in the widest range of situations, tasks and people. The supporting research
at this stage should have eliminated the most compelling rival hypotheses challenging the theory we
choose for application.
Choose the Best Experimental Evidence Related to the Problem Being Solved: In choosing a
theory, we must go beyond the views that we developed during our formal education and/or theories that
fit our personal observations or assumptions. It is useful to look at theories tested in very different
populations and settings. For example in higher education our problems most often involve adults so
theories based on research with children only are often rejected when they may be very relevant. If the
problem exists in a university setting, research conducted in business, military or K-12 school settings
are often rejected. The key to deciding which research applies to the problem we are trying to solve is
the ability to identify common underlying structural features of the problem in different contexts, even if
the surface features differ. Experts who are successful at solving problems in specific domains tend to
look beyond obvious features of problems and focus on the principles that govern the problems. For
example, when participants in a classic study of problem-solving in physics were asked to classify
physics problems as similar or different from each other (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981), novices
classified problems according to surface features, such as grouping problems that involved inclined
planes in one group and problems with pulleys in another. Experts, on the other hand, classified the
problems according to the basic principles involved in solving them, such as the problems based on
Newton’s first law. An example of structural features in instructional technology can be found in the
various analyses of learning from media. Clark (2001) for example claimed that the cause of the

learning benefits of new media in existing comparisons with live classroom instruction was not the
media that delivered the instruction but instead the more effective instructional methods embedded in
the media as a result of more intensive instructional design efforts. Media are examples of obvious
surface features of instruction and instructional methods such as demonstrations, examples and feedback
are examples of the structural features of the same treatments. Sweller, Kirschner and Clark (2007)
make the argument that we only find structural features when single factors are varied in successive
experiments that often extend over years.
Avoid the Temptation to Confirm A Bias or Belief: At this stage we must avoid the temptation
to confirm our bias or validate our past experiences or beliefs. We must be willing to change our minds
if well-designed experiments fail to confirm our prejudices or our experience. Sometimes theories are
so fragmented and specialized that it is wise to accept all of them and try to organize them according to
the outcomes they address. For example, Prochaska, Norcross, and DiClemente (1994) who were trying
to increase the effectiveness of drug addiction recovery programs made the decision to accept all major
theories about changing addictive behaviors. They reasoned that different theories might actually be
addressing different outcomes connected with the recovery problem. So at stage one they first looked for
the type of outcomes being measured by each theory and grouped them according to common outcomes.
They found six very different outcomes that roughly corresponded to a sequence that addicts went
through when they tried to recover from their addiction. For example, theories at their first level tried to
get people who are addicted to consider that they might have a problem. At the second level, theories
attempted to predict the most effective ways to get addicts to decide to change. At the third level,
theories addressed different ways to help change addictive behaviors, and so on. They considered all
theories that addressed the same outcome measure as “similar”. This way Prochaska and his colleagues
did not have to discard many powerful theories; they merely used them in the limited way they had been
developed – to solve part but not all of the addiction recovery problem. They then extended their very
effective approach to changing different types of organizations (Prochaska, Prochaska, J. O. and
Levesque, 2001). This same approach to grouping theories by similar dependent measures has been
followed by both Pintrich and Schunk (2002) and Colquitt, LePine, and Noe (2000) for their analysis of
learning motivation research and theory and by Clark (2009) in an analysis of the research on factors
that influence personal and organizational change strategies.
Most formal discussions of research and development end at this second, experimental stage.
The next stage in the R&D cycle is less well understood and developed and so our greatest opportunity
for contributions lie in what we do after we review a solid body of theory-based experimental work on
what influences the outcome we have chosen. After we choose a theory or set of theories to form the
basis for the interventions we want to develop we go to the next stage where we analyze the “active
ingredients” in the treatments that were manipulated during the experimental tests of our chosen theory
or theories to develop a general (or generic) picture of an intervention.
Stage 3: Identify Active Ingredients and Design a Generic Intervention.
The third stage in the application of research to practice is both novel and critical. Rather than
attempting to implement what appears to be the best treatments] found in the best research, we must
look more deeply. Effective intervention design requires identifying the “active ingredients” or the key
structural elements of the interventions or research treatments have been found in stage two experiments
to influence our chosen outcomes. Analyzing the treatments, interventions and/or independent variables
that were used in successful experiments that verified the theory being adopted helps identify active
ingredients. There are no clear rules yet for conducting this kind of analysis but it is clear that we must

look beyond the labels researchers give to their treatments in published articles and analyze the
operations they implemented and their presumed impact on people and organizations. For example,
when selecting the most effective and least expensive aspirin from among the many brands and varieties
found in drug stores many people naturally perform an active ingredients analysis. The active ingredient
in aspirin is an acid compound called acetylsalicic acid. This ingredient is available in all brands and
types of aspirin carried in a variety of media such as gum, tablets, skin patches or liquid suspensions.
Thus, all aspirin products that contain the required amount of the active ingredient have a more or less
equal biological impact, but at very different cost. For most purposes, the least expensive aspirin product
is as effective as the most expensive.
Analyzing learning and motivation studies to determine the active ingredients of treatments that
produce larger performance gains in higher education courses can become very complex. Part of the
complexity is the tendency of researchers and journal editors to accept very vague descriptions of the
elements of instructional treatments. Three decades ago Cronbach and Snow (1977) complained that,
“taxonomies of instructional treatments … are almost totally lacking…we (need) to identify the
significant underlying dimensions along which complex treatments vary” (pp. 164-165). Three decades
later we continue to lack a systematic way to describe differences between the varieties of instructional
support activities examined in research and used in practice. They also complained that researchers
tended to use the same name to describe very different types of instructional interventions and that
different names were used for operationally similar methods. Their complaints are still valid more than
thirty years later.
Active ingredients can be identified by grouping together the operational descriptions of the
experimental treatments that have led to desirable changes in the outcomes we are seeking to influence.
Caution must be exercised so that we do not simply group the treatments that share the same name. For
example, Cronbach and Snow (1977) found at least nine different types of treatments were all called
“programmed instruction”. Kirschner, Sweller and Clark (2006) have argued that very similar
treatments are often called by many different names including discovery learning, problem-based
learning, constructivist learning, and inquiry learning all of which seem to recommend minimal
guidance during instruction. Insights about active ingredients are often available in meta-analysis
reviews of similar studies. For example, Sitzman, Kraiger, Stewart and Wisher (2006) meta analyzed
hundreds of studies comparing distance and classroom instruction and concluded that the learning
benefits of both were equal when the similar instructional methods were used in each medium. Clark
(2001) and Clark and Estes (2008) have described other examples of active ingredients in motivation
and learning research for distance and classroom delivery.
Analyzing Research Treatments and Tasks: The active ingredients we need as the core of a new
technology are the causal agents in the experiments that were surveyed in stage two. We have evidence
that these ingredients influence the problems we want to solve at the deepest structural level and so they
must be the centerpieces in a solution. Only stage three technologies can be applied to organizations,
people and tasks. Researchers call this process the determination of “external validity” (Campbell and
Stanley, 1996) and understand it as the study of the transfer of research findings to different people (and
cultures), contexts (work settings and organizations) and times. The difficulty for researchers is that they
must overcome their training. We were taught that the solution to generalizability problems is to
completely randomize the selection of subjects. Yet it nearly impossible to select and study randomized
samples of the huge diversity of beliefs and experience that characterize the cultures and aptitudes of
students in higher education. And even if we could randomize people, we cannot easily randomize types
of higher education organizations and/or learning tasks. Every experiment would have to include nearly

all people in all higher education organizations conducting nearly all kinds of instruction. There is
another alternative but it requires careful and effortful analysis of treatments. We need (but do not have)
taxonomy of tasks and higher education organizational types to completely understand the ingredients of
interventions that will influence learning from instruction and motivation to learn and persist. Insightful
discussions about this issue in training and intervention design have been provided by Reigeluth (1983),
Gage (1985) and Landa (1983) and in Campbell and Stanley’s (1996) discussion of reasoning about
causality.
Examples of Active Ingredient Analysis for Motivational Outcomes: A popular solution for
motivational problems in many educational and work settings is to provide “empowerment” and move
decision-making about how to achieve learning or work goals closer to individuals. In some work
settings these empowered teams have been very successful, in other settings and with some people they
have failed miserably and expensively. Issues about influence and choice in motivation have been the
subject of many motivation theories (see the discussion by Clark, 2005 and Clark and Estes, 2008). An
“active ingredient” analysis of the empowerment intervention suggests that when it succeeds, it does so
because those applying it feel that they will gain significant control and so become more successful. Yet
when people in some work cultures are permitted to make decisions about one’s job they reject the
opportunity in favor of working with skilled managers who make decisions. In this type of organization,
being empowered to make task level decisions is rejected in favor of external direction. Thus it appears
that in some work cultures people trust their own decisions and believe that they will be more effective
if they can decide for themselves. In other work cultures people trust skilled managers and want them to
make decisions. One might expect that the same process would exist in higher education organizations.
So the active ingredient in different cultures could be called “control or effectiveness beliefs and
values”. The work control strategy which people believe will make them effective is the one that is the
most motivating. This implies that “empowerment” strategies would be different for different people
and cultures – and that in order to implement such a plan, we would have to determine the different
types of control beliefs and values in any organization. Many additional examples of active ingredient
analysis have been described by Clark and Estes (1998; 1999). Determining the specific conditions that
exist in a specific client organization, collaborative groups and individuals takes us to the final stage in
the research to practice cycle.
R&D Stage 4: Situated Technology Development.
In stage four, the active ingredient based generic intervention designed at stage three is translated
or “situated” for the culture, beliefs, values, habits, expectations experiences and knowledge that exist in
specific higher education settings where diverse people attempt to learn to solve a variety of problems
and perform different tasks. A technology that is acceptable and effective in North American
universities may not be acceptable in Chilean or French universities. And an effective technology for
community colleges might not be workable in a doctoral granting institution. The successful children’s
television series “Sesame Street” was developed through a systematic R&D process similar to the one
described here and eventually adopted for use in over 80 nations. In many of those national settings
however, the program was modified to accommodate cultural differences over issues such as the original
focus of the program on “cognitive skills” and an absence of “social skills” education. In other countries,
the scripts had to be edited and new versions of the program were produced to change elements such as
gender roles, situations, relationships, dress and songs to make them culturally acceptable. These are the
kinds of cultural translation activities emphasized at this final stage (Cook et al, 1975).

We know very little about the critical elements of, for example, instructional presentations that
must change in order to accommodate different organizations and audiences. Elements we often
consider changing include our choice of the specific examples and analogies used to illustrate concepts.
We also must consider the specific values, beliefs and expectations of different groups. Should we
include humor or will it be rejected as “frivolous”? Much more work remains to be done at stage four to
insure adequate translation of generic technologies so that they in a form that is acceptable to different
client organizations.
Translating stage three “generic” technologies into stage four situated applications obviously
requires a great deal of experience with the culture and expectations in the client setting. A careful
search of the literature on cultural differences does not yield a clear direction or set of questions. A very
promising approach has been suggested by Hoftede (2001; Hofstede and McRaye, 2004) who
recommends the analysis of organizational, professional and discipline cultures on the basis of factors
such as: 1) Power distribution; 2) Tolerance for uncertainty; 3) individualism to collectivism; and, 4)
Masculinity to femininity. Hofstede and McRaye analyzed the four dimensions more extensively and
established, for example, that they correlated highly with the American Psychological Associations “big
five” personality factors. When translating generic technologies for different organizations these four
factors might be important indicators for ways to implement active ingredients. In the empowerment
example above, it may be that some of the organizations adopting empowerment technologies had
cultures that were more collective than individual with a more masculine, lower tolerance for
uncertainty and unequal power distribution culture. These factors led the students in those cultures to
resist individual empowerment because they believe that control can be achieved best with a more,
collective, hierarchical, centralized approach. Other cultures have implemented empowerment strategies
in a more individual, equitable, distributed approach. The same active ingredient – increased motivation
as a function of acting in a way that achieves more control over outcomes – is achieved in what seems to
be almost diametrically different ways in the two different cultures. A slightly different but compatible
approach to cultural analysis is suggested by Clark and Estes (2008) who list a number of questions that
performance technologists should ask themselves about the values, beliefs and attitudes of the setting
where they wish to implement a generic technology. Yet, there appears to be no definitive science or
technology that tells us how to conduct cultural analysis. Most of the approaches for this kind of analysis
are stuck at the descriptive stage and so are fruitful questions to ask at stage two. Until we have solid
theory and research at stage two, we are unlikely to develop solid generic technologies and so we need
to rely on existing stage one craft, a systems approach and on “trial and revise” correction cycles.
Summary and Conclusion
In the past we have often made the incorrect assumption that experimental research is
useless for practice or, that our theories or research about performance and leaning can be
applied directly and immediately to improve practice. Neither assumption seems to be supported
by the best evidence. In order to achieve the learning and performance gains for Higher
Education similar to those achieved in the professions of engineering or medicine we must adopt
a more systematic approach to the research and development cycle. A four stage “active
ingredient” cycle is recommended. It includes two research stages and two development stages.
At the first Stage we begin the process with a clear definition and way to measure the problem to
be solved and the conditions we are trying to change. At this stage we review descriptive
research publications to locate the best definition and measurement of both our problems and the
treatments that are hypothesized to solve them. We then proceed to stage two where we review
predictive research – experiments that test the hypotheses and theories we identified at stage one.

The goal at this stage is to find and examine the treatments tested in the most robust theory
and/or experiments. When we have identified treatments that demonstrated promise at stage
two, we move to stage three where we identify the active ingredients” that have produced the
changes in outcomes. At this stage we sketch out a description of a “generic technology. The
description includes the most powerful ingredients tested in experiments. The active ingredient
analysis yields a recipe for constructing an intervention that reflects the critical elements of the
intervention that worked under controlled conditions. During stage four, the generic solutions
containing the active ingredients identified at stage three are translated or “situated” to reflect the
culture, experience, values, expectations and knowledge in a specific client organization. The
“situated intervention” is then developed, implemented and evaluated for effectiveness and
efficiency. The result of the evaluation loops back to provide corrections to the previous stages
and the cycle continues
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Figure 1: The Research and Development Cycle for Turning Research into Successful Practice

Stage 1:
Descriptive Research

New constructs identified,
measures tested, hypotheses and
theories developed using both
qualitative and quantitative
methods

Stage 4:
Situated Technology

Stage 2:
Predictive Research

The active ingredients in generic
technologies are formatted so that
they are acceptable to the
organizational, team and individual
cultures represented in a specific
client organization – and then are
implemented, tested, revised and
monitored

Hypotheses and theories are tested
and revised based on controlled
experiments to achieve internal
validity. Many studies are
conducted in different settings
with different people and tasks

Stage 3:
Generic Technology

Tested theories are analyzed for
the active ingredients in
independent variables in order to
construct a generic solution for
clearly defined goals to close
gaps resulting from needs
analysis

